CHECK OUT THESE SESSIONS NEXT WEEK!
REGISTER AT
WWW.EDUCATIONINSTITUTE.CA

Monday November 24, 2008 at 3:00 PM ET
Life and Times of a Non-Fiction Writer
with Myrna Kostash

Web Conference
WIRED WRITERS OFALBERTA SERIES

Myrna Kostash, a veteran of writing and teaching creative non-fiction, will survey her experience with
the Ukrainian-Canadian experience, travel in Eastern Europe, feminism and the 1960s – among many
others. Kostash will also take this opportunity to discuss her works in this session. This is the third
session in the Wired Writers of Alberta Series.
Tuesday November 25, 2008 at 1:00 PM ET
RSS: Let the information find you – then pass it on!
with Wendy Rodgers

Web Conference

RSS technology has been around for 10 years. Depending on where you look, it either "hasn't really
caught on" or it is “the next killer app". Taking advantage of RSS is now easier than ever. Libraries
can deliver RSS feeds as an information service to users, or use RSS for professional development
and current awareness for staff. Attend this session to find out what RSS is, how to consume it, how to
deliver it, and how it can benefit your library.
Wednesday November 25, 2008 at 2:00 PM ET
Sink or Stream: The Power of Streaming Media
with Susan Weber

Web Conference

Video has the power to transform any lesson into a memorable learning experience. This session will
provide a brief look at streaming media for the school and academic audience. The types of options
available will be discussed, followed by a review of the process. The final goal is to provide access to
video content to students and instructors, no matter where they wish to view it. Licensing and
acquisitions of the content will be discussed.

SNEAK PEEK AT THE NEXT WEEK!
Monday December 1, 2008 at 2:00 pm ET
Audio Conference
Introduction to Media Literacy for School Library Teachers; with Belinha De Abreu
Tuesday, December 2, 2008 at 1:00 pm ET
Web 2.0 for Smaller, underfunded Libraries; with Sarah Houghton-Jan

Audio Conference

Wednesday, December 3, 2008 at 2:00 pm ET
Serving Seniors with Penache! With Allan Kleiman

Audio Conference

